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WHAT'S NEW IN TECHNICAL PROCESSING
Thomas H. Lee

I. CEAL/STP is working on an AACR 2 Workbook — It needs help! Members of
the CEAL Subcommittee on Technical Processing are preparing a workbook on
AACR 2 (Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, Second Edition) for East Asian
catalogers. The workbook will cover major rules in each of the chapters of
AACR 2. Each rule dealt with in the workbook will be illustrated by examples
of title pages and cataloging records in East Asian languages (Chinese, Japanese,
or Korean). In addition, the workbook will give LC interpretations of cer
tain specific rules as well as LC's decisions concerning the adoption of the
optional and alternative rules. For those aspects of East Asian cataloging
which are not clearly dealt with or not covered at all in the new code,
CEAL/STP will try to find solutions or clarifications for them from authori
tative sources and include them in the workbook. The reasons for compiling
such a workbook, as perceived by members of CEAL/STP, are:
(a) AACR 2 does not provide sufficient guidelines for treating materials
in East Asian languages. This is particularly true in the areas of choices
and forms of access points where special considerations need to be given to
special languages.
(b) The ISBD(G) on which Part I (Description) of AACR 2 is based does not
have explanations and examples for unique situations in the bibliographic
description of Ea&t Asian materials. Details of application have to be
worked out separately. In conjunction with IFLA (International Federation
of Library Associations and Institutions), librarians in Japan and Hongkong
have translated the ISBDs into Japanese and Chinese to solve special problems
of their scripts. (International Cataloguing, Oct./Dec. 1979 and Jan/Mar.
1980) Their experience, findings, and inventions should be studied and
those which have been approved for use by IFLA should be incorporated in a
manual such as the proposed workbook for general reference.
(c) National, regional, or local AACR 2 training institutes, which are being
conducted to prepare the nation's catalogers for the implementation of the
new code in 1981, usually do not touch upon special problems faced by East
Asian catalogers. Special aid, therefore, needs to be given to East Asian
catalogers. The proposed workbook can be used both as a training aid and as
a reference tool.
To successfully carry out the work of compiling the AACR 2 Workbook for East
Asian catalogers, CEAL/STP needs help from all fellow East Asian catalogers.
We solicit input in the following three categories: (1) Problems you have
encountered in studying or applying any of the new rules; (2) good ways and
good examples which you have found or heard to illustrate the new rules for
East Asian cataloging; and (3) general suggestions as to the content, scope,
and format of the workbook.
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(Please send your suggestions to CEAL/STP Chairperson Thomas H. Lee.
c/o Memorial Library, University of Wisconsin, 728 State Street, Madison,
WI 53706). The project is now under way, and CEAL/STP wishes to bring
some kind of progress report, if not the complete workbook, to the March
1981 CEAL Annual Meeting in Toronto.
II. Report on ALA Asian & African Cataloging Committee meeting. During the
1980 ALA Annual Conference held in New York (June 28-July 5), the Committee
on Cataloging: Asian and African Materials of the ALA Resources and Technical
Services Division had two meetings to hear reports from Library of Congress
representatives on recent developments in cataloging area studies materials
and to discuss committee business. Lucia J. Rather, LC Director for Cataloging,
was one of the speakers who shed light on several Important LC projects which
have bearings on East Asian cataloging. They may be summarized as follows:
Minimal Level Cataloging
Some time ago, LC announced its intention to resort to minimal level cata
loging (MLC) to fight its huge cataloging arrearages and to make available
cataloging records for low priority materials. The concepts of "minimal
cataloging" and "low priority materials" have caused many area librarians
to be concerned about what impact this policy would have on processing
foreign language materials, many of which could be easily tossed into the
category of low priority and receive minimum treatment. Mrs. Rather was
asked to explain the LC policy; and she made the following points (according
to notes taken at the meeting):
LC'8 minimal level cataloging procedure will be based on a new set of cata
loging priorities now being extablished or finalized at LC. The new set of
priorities is "language independent", i.e., decision on the order of
cataloging is based on the content of the book in hand, whether it has re
search value or how great a research value it has, irrespective of what
language the book is in or from what source it has come. The new set of
priorities are ranked thus:
Priority 1: Books ordered by members of the Congress and books in the CIP
(Cataloging in Publication) program.
Priority 2: English books having high research need and value.
Priority 3: A.
B.

All foreign language books having high research need and
value.
English books having medium research need and value.

Priority 4: A. Foreign language books having medium research need and value.
B. English books having lower research need and value.
Priority 5: Foreign language books having lower research need and value.
Serials are not included in the MLC proposal.
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While being "language independent" in the general sense, the new set of
priorities does show that English materials have an edge over materials in
other languages. This is because LC is a national library in an English
speaking country, and has made a deliberate decision to see that English
materials are being treated with a higher priority.
A minimal level catalog record will have main entry, full description which
includes title, statement of authorship, edition, imprint, and ISBN numbers.
It will not have classification numbers, subject headings, or added entries.
However, the record can be searched by key words through the key word index
approach. LC intends its MLC records to be on MARC tapes and possibly also
to appear in the National Union Catalog (NUC). A MLC record will be assigned
a shelf number. The shelf number will indicate the size of the item with
possibly such signs as S (for small), M (for medium), and L (for large).
The books thus cataloged will then go to the Library's public stacks for
circulation and interlibrary loan lending. The saving of MLC cataloging
can be illustrated as this: Presently at LC, a book regularly cataloged will
pass through the hands of about six people (including descriptive and subject
catalogers and revisers at different stages). A MLC record will be prepared
by one preliminary cataloger. One person does the whole thing. The cost
saving is approximately the difference between $70 (for a book regularly
cataloged) vs. $10 (for a book treated by MLC).
A MLC record can be later upgraded by adding subject headings and classifi
cation into a full record if the book it represents is later identified as
having higher research value. A dramatic example would be a heretofore ob
scure author who suddenly becomes a Nobel Prize winner and all his books
processed previously with MLC need to be given higher level cataloging. The
mechanism for receiving recommendations made by people outside LC (such as
area specialists) to upgrade any MLC records has not yet been established.
(Since MLC is going to be based on cataloging priorities assigned by LC
staff in the Collections Development Office, some of the concerns of area
librarians as to whether materials in his/her area will get prompt and
proper treatment should be discussed with persons from that Office. The
Asian and African Committee has decided to invite someone from that Office
to report on the priority setting procedures at its meeting during the January
1981 ALA Midwinter Conference in Washington, D. C.)
Automation of East Asian Vernacular Records
RLIN (the Research Libraries Information Network) of the Research Libraries
Group has been funded for a project to develop a capability to put Chinese,
Japanese, and Korean cataloging records in the vernacular scripts into
machine readable form. LC has signed an agreement with RLIN to help RLIN
develop the capability. Once that capability becomes available, LC will use
the RLIN system for the creation of its Chinese, Japanese and Korean records.
It is projected that something might be operational in about two years. Major
problems which need to be solved are the development of a character set, the
terminal to display the vernacular records, and a print capability.
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[For further details see "The Research Libraries Group, Inc.," under LIBRARIES
AND INSTITUTIONS in this issue of the CEAL Bulletin. See also The Research
Libraries Group News, no.2 , pp. 2-8. This issue is apparently available free
of charge from the Research Libraries Group, Inc., at the Stanford address.]
JACK PHY Languages Records in NlfC
The National Union Catalog Is expected to become, in two or more years, a
register-index catalog, instead of being an author-title catalog as it is
now. It will be divided into two parts. One part will be the register,
which will contain the full cataloging records in machine readable form. The
other part will be the index; this will comprise index approaches by author,
title, Subject, series, call number, etc., which will be created from the full
cataloging records. The indexes will be updated, but the register portion
will never be updated. Cards will be numbered sequentially (arranged in no
particular order) and will continue to be added.
LC hopes to include cataloging records for the JACKPHY languages (Japanese,
Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Persian, Hebrew, and Yiddish) in the NUC. Since LC
wishes to include these records, even though they are not in machine readable
form, it intends to prepare a register for them by pasting up copies of
standard LC printed cards (and perhaps other manually produced cards) which
contain the various vernacular scripts. LC will then key the access points
(e.g., the main entry, the added entries, the subject entries, etc.) and
create an Index in machine readable form from this register.
If, after two or three years, the RLIN system can produce machine readable
East Asian vernacular records, the special procedures described above will
no longer be necessary.
III. Pinyin cross references to LC Chinese headings. To familiarize East
Asian catalogers with LC's policy and procedures for making pinyin cross
references to Chinese headings romanized according to the Wade-Giles system,
CEAL/STP has asked its member, Mrs. Beatrice Chang Ohta, who is Head of
the Chinese and Korean Languages Section, Descriptive Cataloging Division,
Library of Congress, to prepare the following article. SEAL/STP wishes to
thank Mrs. Ohta for her time and effort in preparing this account and also
for her willingness and enthusiasm in sharing her expertise with others.

***

POST WADE-GILES AND THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PINYIN
CROSS REFERENCES FOR CHINESE HEADINGS AT THE
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Beatrice Chang Ohta
In order to offer the same degree of assistance that the Library of Congress
provides for all other languages, the Chinese/Korean Languages Section of the
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Descriptive Cataloging Division has adopted the practice of providing pinyin
cross references to Wade-Giles headings according to the following policy
issued by the Office for Descriptive Cataloging Policy of the LC Processing
Services:
(1) The scope of this policy is solely cross references to headings, a heading
being any personal, corporate, or geographic name or uniform title about to be
established for possible use in main or added entries. No pinyin cross references
will be made to a bibliographic title, whether this is the main title of an item
or a subtitle, running title, cover title, etc. To give another example, the
policy will not provide pinyin counterparts for each cross reference, but only
for the heading itself.
(2) If the item being cataloged itself displays a pinyin romanization of the
heading, the cataloger will copy this form exactly as a cross reference. Thus
the remaining policy statements are primarily directed at the case in which
the item being cataloged shows Chinese characters, not a pinyin romanization.
If, however, the item does show a pinyin romanization and it is in a form that
would file differently from our own pinyin form, the cataloger will make two
pinyin cross references, one from the form found in the source and a second
one from our own form.
(3) The policy is a comprehensive one. It applies to all names of any period,
from any place, that are being established in the systematically romanized form
according to Wade-Giles. The place of publication of the item, as well as the
nationality of the person bearing the name in question, is irrelevant.
(4) For the proper spelling of names in the majority of cases, the cataloger will
rely on forms found in the following tool by the U.S. Joint Publications Research
Service: Reference Aid: Handbook for Pinyin Romaniaation of Chinese Proper
Names. In difficult cases, the final authority will be the latest edition of
Cihai.
(5) The cataloger will not add any diacritical marks to our own pinyin cross
references. This means that we shall not be using the marks adopted by China to
represent the four tones ( - / V \ ) .
(6) With personal names and geographic names, when two or more characters go
together in significance, the cataloger will combine their romanization with
no intervening space. With corporate names and with uniform titles, the
cataloger will not combine the romanizations of any characters; instead he/she
will leave a blank space before the romanization of the next character in each
case.
Here are some examples based on this policy.
I. Headings for Persons:
Form of cross references from pinyin

AACR 2 heading
Chien-chen, 688-763

Jianzhen
see
Chien-chen, 688-763.
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Jian-zhen
see
Chien-chen, 688-763.
(This pinyin form appeared in
the item?
Hsu, Kuang-p'ing, 1907-1968

Xu, Guangping
see
Hsu, Kuang-p'ing, 1907-1968.

Hu,,Shih, 1891-1962

Hu, Shi
see
Hu, Shih, 1891-1962.

ill i l
K'ang, Lai-hsln

Rang, Laixin
see
K'ang, Lai-hsin.

4 i it
Ming T'ai-tsu, Emperor of China,
1328^1398

Ming Taizu, Emperor of China
see
Ming T'ai-tsu, Emperor of China,
13128-1398.

Pai, Chii-i, 772-846

Bai, Juyi
see
Pai, Chu-i, 772-846.

'tf 4

^7

Ssu-ch'iao-chu-shih

Siqiao Jushi
see
Ssu-ch'iao-chu-shih.

Ssu-ma, Kuang, 1019-1086

Sima, Guang
see
Ssu-ma, Kuang, 1019-1086.

Ssu-t'u Hu, Chun-li

Situ Hu, Junli
see
Ssu-t'u Hu, Chun-li.

II. Geographic Headings:
AACR 2 heading

Form of cross reference from pinyin

Ch'eng-te chuan ch'u (China)

Chengde Zhuanqu (China)
see
Ch'eng-te chuan ch'u (China)

Ch'eng-te ti ch'u (China)

Chengde Diqu (China)
see
Ch'eng-te ti ch'u (China)
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H8in-chu hsien (Taiwan)

Xinzhu Xlan (Taiwan)
see
Hsin-chu hsien (Taiwan)

Hsin-chu shih (Taiwan)

Xinzhu Shi (Taiwan)
see
Hsin-chu shih (Taiwan)

Wu-hsi shih (China)

Wuxi Shi (China)
see
Wu-hsi shih (China)

Wu-hsien (China)

Wuxian (China)
see
Wu-hsien (China)

Wu-hua hsien (China)

Wuhua Xian (China)
see
Wu-hua hsien (China)

III. Headings for Corporate Bodies:
Form of cross references from pinyin

AACR 2 heading
China. Chung-kuo jen min chieh
fang chun

China. Zhong guo ren min jie fang jun
see
China. Chung-kuo jen min chieh fang
chiin.

China. Chung-kuo jen min chieh
fang chun. K'ung chun

China. Chung-kuo jen min chieh fang
chun. Kong jun
see
China. Chung-kuo jen min chieh fang
chiin. K'ung chiin.

China. Chung-kuo jen min chieh fang
chiin. K'ung chiin. Cheng chih pu

China. Chung-kuo jen min chieh fang
chun. K'ung chiin. Zheng zhi bu
see
China. Chung-kuo jen min chieh fang
chun. K'ung chun. Cheng chih pu

China (Republic : 1949Chiao yii pu

China (Republic : 1949) . Jiao yu
bu
see
China (Republic : 1949) . Chiao yu
pu.

).

China (Republic : 1949).
ChJUao yu pu. Hslln yii wei yuan
hui
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China (Republic : 1949) . Chiao.yu
pu. Xun yu wei yuan hui
see
China (Republic : 1949) . Chiao yii
pu. Hsun yii wei yuan hui.

Chung-kuo kuo mln tang

Zhong guo guo min dang
see
Chung-kuo kuo min tang.

Chung-kuo wen tzu kai ko wei
yuan hul

Zhongguo Wenzi Gaige Weiyuanhui
see
Chung-kuo wen tz"u kai ko wei yuan
hui
(This pinvin form appeared in the
item.)
Zhong guo wen zi gai ge wei yuan hui
see
Chung-kuo wen tzu kai ko wei yiian hui.

JCu kung po wu yuan (Peking, China)

Gu gong bo wu yuan (Peking, China)
see
Ku kxing po wu yiian (Peking, China)

Pei-ching, k'o haiieh chi shu p'u
chi ch'uang tso hsieh hul

Bei jing ke xue ji shu pu Ji chuang
zuo xie hui
see
Pei-ching k'o hsiieh chi shu p'u chi
ch'uang tso hsieh hui.

Shang-hai shih wu li hsueh hui

Shang hai shi wu li xue hui
see
Shang-hai shih wu li hsiieh hui.

Shang-hai shlh wu li hsiieh hui.
Chung hsueh wu li chiao hsiieh
yen chiu wei yiian hui

Shang-hai shih wu li hsiieh hui. Zhong
xue wu li jiao xue yan jiu wei yuan
hui
J
see
jC Shang-hai shih wu li hsiieh hui. Chung
hsueh wu li chiao hsueh yen chiu
wei yiian hui.
?

T'ai-pei shih Hui-chou t'ung hsiang
hui

Tai bei shi hui zhou tong xiang hui
see,
T'ai-pei shih Hui-chou t'ung hsiang
hui

T'ien-chin shih JT'ien-chin i yiian

Tian jin shi tian jin i yuan
see
T'ien-chin shih T'ien-chin i yuan.

IV. Uniform Title:
Form of cross references from pinyin

AACR 2 heading
Ts'ao, Hsueh-ch'in, ca. 1717-1763.
Hung lou meng
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Ts'ao, Hsueh-ch'in, ca. 1717-1763.
Hong lou meng
see
Ts'ao, Hsueh-ch'in, ca. 1717-1763.
Hung lou meng.

Shut hu chuan
t*t

Shul hu zhuan

k%

Shul hu ahuan.
(This pinyin form appeared in the Item.)

Yung-le ta tien hsi wen san chung
/K Ijc

K

^ -$L

Yong le da dian xi wen san zhong
Yung-le ta tien hsi wen san chung.
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